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About us
made-from-scratch items
In 1996 the Village Deli was established in Village District based on a vision we had about offering hearty, homemade foods in a rustic and cozy atmosphere.


                    Read more                                           About us






Locally Sourced
sustainable restaurant
 in raleigh
Here at The Village Deli, we are passionate about our community in Raleigh. We love to support our neighborhood and the environment, and we pride ourselves on our locally sourced food and sustainable practices within our restaurant locations.
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Order online
No need to call in or wait
 in line!
At our restaurant, we strive to offer the best possible dining experience. With the
added convenience of online ordering, you can now enjoy the same great food
from the comfort of your own home.
Order
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Interior, seating space
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Fish and chips, served with coleslaw and homemade remoulade sauce
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Grilled Cajun Shrimp Wrap with onion rings on the side
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Interior, seating
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Village Club sandwich
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Tempeh Panini sandwich with a fresh fruit cup
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Large Mediterranean Salad with Island-Citrus Chicken Breast
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Bacon Cheddar Burger with sweet potato fries
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BBQ chicken philly sandwich served with sweet potato fries
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Anna's Veggie Pita with fresh fruit cup on the side
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Large Garden Salad with Grilled wild-caught Salmon
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Brownies, cereal bars, Oreo bars, peanut butter chocolate chip...
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Large Mediterranean Salad with Island-Citrus Chicken Breast, top view
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Bacon Cheddar Burger with a side of sweet potato fries





Reviews
Review by - Google

                  Sarah B:
                  


I don’t know how else to say it, their burger is the best in the entire world. 6/5 stars. Everything about it. 



Review by - Google

                  Sofia W:
                  


The California chicken sandwich is very delicious! They have a lot of other options and I will definitely come back again.



Review by - Google

                  Nathan J:
                  


Sooooo dang good. Best egg salad I’ve ever eaten best onion rings I’ve had.



Review by - Google

                  Joseph K:
                  


Excellent sandwiches. First time here. will definitely be back.
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Franchising 
Opportunity
Interested in owning and operating your own Village Deli & Grill?
 Click below for more information.
Franchising Franchise - License Information
Recognition
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


